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1. Read and study the Overview for “World War I” 

2. This part of the unit begins on the World War I Outline you were given in the first packet 

with “WAR BEGINS”. 

3. Answer the Vocabulary sheet terms. You may use your Chromebook and/or the 

Overview 

4. Answer the Overview Questions 

5. In the Unit Wrap Up, answer the questions and fulfill the essay requirements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Coach Killam’s World War I Overview (Packet #2) 

When we left off with Packet 1, Europe had just begun what was known then as the 

“Great War”. Militarism, Alliances, Imperialism, Imperialism, Nationalism, the Balkan Power 

Keg, and finally, the Assassination of Archduke Francis Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary, had all 

fueled the flames of war, which began on July 28, 1914. And, as U.S. president Woodrow 

Wilson declared, this would be the war to end all wars… at least that was what many people 

thought and hoped. 

Once war had been declared, the opposing powers began to mobilize, or assemble 

troops and supplies for war. There would be two sides in the war. The “Central Powers” 

consisted of Germany, Austria-Hungary, Ottoman Empire (Turkey), and Bulgaria. The “Allied 

Powers” included Britain, France, Russia, and other allies as well. There would be one world 

power that chose to stay out of Europe’s squabbles… the United States, which decided to stay 

neutral. 

Germany began the action in the war by implementing a military plan called the 

“Schlieffen Plan”. The Schlieffen Plan, drawn up by General Alfred Schlieffen, called for a two-

front war, with France and Russia. The plan was to keep Russia at bay with a holding action on 

the “Eastern Front”, while most of the German army would carry out a rapid invasion of France 

on the “Western Front”. German forces quickly swooped through Belgium and began to invade 

northern France. The Germans ran roughshod through France until they were halted by a 

combination of French and British forces, at the Marne River, only about 30 miles from the 

French capital of Paris.  

The Battle of Marne was fought in early September, 1914 and at first seemed destined 

to be a crushing loss for the French and British. But in a miracle, the allied forces were rescued 

by fresh troops that were loaded into 2,000 Paris taxicabs and hustled to reinforce the 

beleaguered (exhausted) allies and halt the German invasion. This “taxicab army” saved the day 

and very possibly, saved the war for the allies. After a week of bloody fighting, that saw about a 

million fighting on each side, saw over 500,000 casualties. 

Both sides then dug in by building massive networks of trenches that stretched from the 

English Channel to Switzerland. “Trench Warfare”, fighting from ditches protected by barbed 

wire, began then to be the style of fighting associated with World War I. Millions died from this 

senseless and disastrous style of warfare. The Western Front became bogged down in trenches, 

in which both sides were kept virtually in the same positions for the next four years. Trenches 

were in many sizes from small ditches to being tall enough and wide enough for vehicles to 

travel in without being seen by the enemy. Terms associated with Trench Warfare, included  

“zero hour”, where one side would at a given hour, would go “over the top” of it’s trenches, and 

try to make it through “No Man’s Land”, massive amounts of barbed wire, usually about five 

feet tall and 30 yards wide, only to be mowed down by machine gun fire from the opposing 

side. Then, as crazy as it sounds, the other side would amass a force of soldiers that would try 



the same tactics against their opposing trenches. Millions of lives would perish in the years of 

trench warfare.  

About a week earlier, in August, 1914, two Russian armies moved into eastern Germany 

and attacked a German army. But even though outnumbered, the better trained German army 

defeated one of the Russian armies and then defeated the other Russian army at the Battle of 

Tannenberg. After having two of its armies whipped by one single and smaller German army, 

the Russians retreated back to Russia and were never again a threat to Germany. 

World War I saw several new weapons introduced during the time of the fighting. One 

was the machine gun, which was invented in part, to kill as many attackers as possible during 

trench warfare attacks. To protect soldiers from machine gun fire and to be able to go up and 

down trenches on treads instead of wheels, the tank was invented. The British first used the 

tank in the Battle of Somme, in 1916.  

A weapon of mass destruction, was poison gas, which was first used by the Germans. 

The first use of it was both shocking and frightening. British and French soldiers, from their 

trenches during the Battle of Ypres in 1915, saw a yellow cloud go airborne from the German 

trenches. The wind blew the cloud over the allied trenches and caused many soldiers to begin 

to gag and not be able to breathe. This yellow cloud was mustard gas and chlorine gas. I have 

first hand seen the deadly effects of chlorine gas when I worked in the late 1970’s and early 

1980’s at a paper mill in Lufkin. On my first day on the job at the big grinders in the 

groundwood part of the mill, my foreman pointed to the large door that led into the pulp mill, 

where chlorine was one of the chemicals used to soften wood pulp. He told me if I saw a yellow 

cloud coming from that door, that I had two options. One option was to beat others to one of 

the ancient World War II gas masks attached to the wall and hope it still worked. The other 

option was to “get the heck out of Dodge!” I and my co-workers were unanimously ready to do 

option 2… Lol! One day, a young man died in the pulp mill, when he was killed by accidentally 

breathing in chlorine gas. It destroys a person’s lungs in a matter of moments. Its power makes 

it used in the water of swimming pools to kill bacteria. To protect against poison gas attacks, 

soldiers in the trenches used gas masks, to filter out the poison gas. During the war, peach pits 

were found to make a good charcoal-like filter when ground into powder. This charcoal-like 

filter is used in fish tanks in homes today. Red, white, and blue covered garbage cans were 

placed on street corners, in American cities, for Americans to put their peach pits or seeds to be 

ground into gas filters in the war effort.  

Finally, one weapon that gained notoriety in WWI, was the airplane. Invented in 1903 by 

the Wright Brothers, the airplane was first used in WWI to scout enemy troop movements. But 

then airplanes were used to drop primitive bombs on enemy lines. To battle enemy planes, 

pilots at first tried to use pistols and rifles to shoot down enemy planes, in air battles. Airplane 

battles must have once seemed like old western shootouts, that very seldom were pilots able to 

fly planes and shoot with enough accuracy to hit their targets. Then, thanks to a Dutch inventor 

named Fokker, who found a way to synchronize machine gun bullets to be fired between the 



gaps between propeller blades, pilots could then, with the push of a button, fire many rounds 

at once at opposing aircraft. This changed everything in airplane warfare!  

Speaking of Anthony Fokker, I had a rather embarrassing moment as a young first year 

World History teacher at Huntington High School in East Texas. While we were studying WWI, 

the name “Fokker” was mentioned in our textbook. Instead of trying to pronounce that name, 

in fear of sounding like I was cursing, I simply wrote it on the chalkboard. But almost every class 

has a “Little Johnny”, who is known for vulgarity. In one of my classes, it was a young man 

named Edward. Edward was 18 years old and still a freshman. He was about 5’10” and weighed 

about 300 pounds. He cared nothing about school, although his parents were forcing him to 

stay in school until the age of 19. At that point, his goal was to become a pulpwood hauler, like 

his father. And, like the “Little Johnnys” in trashy jokes, he was very vulgar and potty-mouthed. 

When I wrote the name “Fokker” on the board, Edward’s hand went up in a flash. I thought to 

myself that I’d better not acknowledge Edward’s question, but eventually had a weak moment 

and asked him what his question was. Edward asked, “What was (Fokker’s) mother called?” The 

class went crazy with laughter. I took Edward out into the hall, and like many other times that 

year, I gave him three big swats with my paddle. ☹ 

Back to WWI airplane fighting, pilots became heroes. A battle between two or more 

planes was known as a “dogfight”. A If a pilot shot down at least five enemy planes, he was 

awarded the title of “ace”. The title of ace was one of great honor. The most prolific WWI ace 

was Baron Manfred von Richthofen of Germany. Known as the “Red Baron”, von Richthofen 

had 80 confirmed kills. He and his team of fighter planes were known as the “Flying Circus” and 

were feared by all. In the 1960’s, a musical group known as the Royal Guardsmen, produced a 

top hit song in honor of the “Peanuts” comic strip character, Snoopy, a little dog who dreamed 

of him flying a WWI fighter plane, and shooting down the Red Baron. The lyrics in the song 

actually had some fragments of truth about the Red Baron. He was from Germany and he did 

shoot down 80 enemy planes. The chorus in the song is: “10, 20, 30, 40, 50 or more, the Bloody 

Red Baron was rolling up a score. 80 men died trying to end that spree, of the bloody Red Baron 

of Germany.” But being a fighter pilot was very dangerous and most never made it through the 

war. The Red Baron was finally shot down and killed by a Canadian pilot, Roy Brown, in the final 

months of the war. To honor this great hero, a truce, or stoppage of fighting, was called in 

order to honor the great hero with a military funeral, observed by both sides. 

Another new weapon of WWI was the U-Boat or submarine. Germany, because of a lack 

of coastline and having a much smaller navy than the British, created the submarine to counter 

its naval disadvantage. Small vessels that could travel under water and fire torpedoes to sink 

enemy ships. Although both sides began to use U-Boats, it was Germany, that used them to 

perfection, sinking both military and passenger ships heading to or from Britain. 

Long and bloody battles that lasted along the trench lines for months at a time 

highlighted the first years of the war. In the Battle of Somme, the Battle of Verdun, and the 



Battle of Ypres, about a million soldiers perished in each long battle. The Battle of Gallipoli, 

fought on the shores of Turkey in 1915-1916, thousands of soldiers, many from Australia, 

perished, died while trying to attack the well-fortified Turkish trenches. There was actually only 

one great naval battle fought in the war. The Battle of Jutland, fought off the coast of Denmark 

in 1916 was a monumental clash between the British and German navies.  

1917, would see two important turning points. First of all, Russia, an important allied 

power, went through its own internal revolution, and decided to withdraw from the war. This 

was a blow for the allies and gave an advantage to the Central Powers. But the proverbial 

“sleeping giant” was awakened and would eventually turn the tide of the war. The United 

States had remained neutral during the first almost three years of the war. Most Americans did 

not want to get involved in Europe’s affairs. In fact, many Americans had German ancestry and 

did not want to fight against their blood lines. President Woodrow Wilson would win re-

election in 1916 in a large part “because he kept us out of the war.” But, secretly, the U.S. was 

working hard behind the scenes to aid the allies.  

The U.S. was sending ships filled with ammunition and supplies to Britain to use against 

Germany. Germany, of course, felt that if the U.S. wanted to remain neutral, that aiding the 

allies against Germany was wrong and needed to stop. But American passenger liners heading 

for Britain, as a disguise to still carry armaments, were then used by the U.S. To stop this, 

Germany issued a policy of “unrestricted submarine warfare”, that included any American ship 

heading to Britain to be fair game for German submarines to sink. Notices of this policy were 

posted all over the U.S. in an effort to stop American aid to Britain. But on May 7, 1915, the 

British passenger liner and one of the largest ships in the world, the Lusitania, was sighted by a 

German sub off the coast of Ireland. As was the regular protocol, the German sub fired just one 

torpedo at the massive ocean liner, in order to give the passengers and crew, time to evacuate 

the sinking vessel, to safety. But the Lusitania was actually filled in its lower decks with 

ammunition, that the British hoped to sneak into Britain. And so, when the torpedo exploded 

into the waterline of the ship, the large explosive content also exploded into a monster 

explosion, sinking the Lusitania in mere minutes. Over 1,200 passengers and crew perished as 

the liner sank quickly out of sight, including 128 Americans. The crew of the German sub even 

wept, as they were caught by surprise with the quick sinking and loss of human life. This act of 

warfare, that killed American civilians, incensed the American public. 

The “straw that broke the camel’s back”, was in January, 1917, when the British 

intercepted a telegram from German Foreign Secretary, Alfred Zimmerman, the German 

ambassador to Mexico. The Zimmerman Note or the Zimmerman Telegram, was an attempt to 

get Mexico to enter the war on the side with Germany, and when the war was over, Mexico 

would receive all the land it had lost to the U.S., including California, the southwestern U.S., and 

Texas. It is still unclear if the British actually intercepted the telegram or simply concocted it in 

order to push the U.S. into the war, but anyway, it worked. On April 6, 1917, the U.S. declared 

war on Germany, officially entering the war on the side of the beleaguered allies.  



After instituting a “draft”, the U.S. organized a large force, known as the American 

Expeditionary Force (AEF) that brought over two million American soldiers in the war. General 

John J. Pershing, the commander of the AEF, landed in France on July 5, 1917 with the first 

American troops. The first thing he said when landing in France, was the famous quote, 

Lafayette, we’re here.” This quote was to honor the Frenchman, Marquis de Lafayette, who 

came to the U.S. early in the Revolutionary War, and gave of his time and money to help lead 

Washington’s army to victory. In WWI, American troops were called doughboys by other allied 

troops. With the arrival of the Americans, the tide turned and this became the real turning 

point in the war. The most decorated American soldier in WWI, was Sergeant Alvin C. York, of 

Tennessee. In one battle, he single-handedly killed over 20 German soldiers and captured over 

100 more. 

War continued to drag on and by the end of 1918, the exhausted German forces were 

finally ready for the Great War to end. So, on the eleventh hour, of the eleventh day, of the 

eleventh month (November 11, 1918) an armistice, or cease-fire halted the fighting. Then the 

difficult process of finalizing a treaty, to officially end the war began. The Big Four, which 

included President Woodrow Wilson from the U.S., Prime Minister David Lloyd George from 

Britain, Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau of France, and Prime Minister Vittorio Orlando of 

Italy, hammered out a war-ending treaty. Wilson, known as “Wilson the Just”, wanted to pass a 

plan for peace, known as the “Fourteen Points.” His Fourteen Points would try to rebuild war 

torn countries and promote world peace. One of his Fourteen Points, included a League of 

Nations, which would be a peace-keeping organization that would meet to maintain world 

peace. Unfortunately, even though the League of Nations was created, the U.S. voted not to be 

in it. And to make matters worse, the three other members of the Big Four outvoted Wilson, 

and forced tremendous sanctions or reparations on the economically strapped Germany. But 

finally, on June 28, 1919, the Treaty of Versailles was signed between the allies and Germany at 

Versailles, outside of Paris, France. The Great War was officially over… but in a way, it would 

actually be a cause of an even greater world was in only twenty years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

World War I Overview Questions 

1. What were the two sides in WWI called and List three countries on each side: 

 

 

 

2. What was Germany’s plan to win the war called? 

 

3. What was the nickname of the vehicles that saved the day for the French in the Battle of 

Marne? 

 

4. What type of warfare was synonymous with WWI? 

 

5. List four new weapons of WWI. 

 

 

6. What important country withdrew from the war in 1917? 

 

7. What were two causes that brought the U.S into WWI? 

 

8. Who led the American Expeditionary force in WWI? 

 

9. What were American soldiers called? 

 

10. Who was the most decorated American soldier in WWI? 

 

11. What date is known as “Armistice Day” or “Veterans Day”, where there was a cease-fire 

ending the fighting in WWI? 

 

12. Where was the treaty ending WWI signed? 

 

 

 



 

World War I Vocabulary – Define these terms and people: 

1. Schlieffen Plan 

 

2. Trench Warfare 

 

3. Dogfight 

 

4. Ace 

 

5. U-Boat 

 

6. Red Baron 

 

7. Jutland 

 

8. Zimmerman Note 

 

9. Armistice 

 

10. Fourteen Points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Essay Question 

Explain how the world let itself get pulled into such a catastrophic world war, how it finally 

came to a close, and how it became a cause for an even larger and bloodier war in just 20 years 

later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


